
Civics - Unit 2  - Constitution and Federalism

Overview:The units in this semester introduce students to the basic fundamentals of government and citizenship, including the structures and
functions of the three branches. Students will also study the constitution and how it shapes government at both state and federal levels.
Some lessons are designed to give students a basic understanding of core principles while others will engage students through inquiry
and project-based activities. Students will develop and apply disciplinary literacy skills as they examine a variety of sources, synthesize
information, and construct arguments based on essential, compelling, and supporting questions.
Suggested Time Frame: 6 weeks

Essential Questions: Students will consider...
What does it mean to be a citizen?

How should we be governed?
To what extent is the constitution a living document?
Content: Domain-Specific Vocabulary Arkansas Frameworks:

        Nation’s first Government
        Road to Constitution 
        Structure of Constitution 
        Principles underlying the 
Constitution
        1st Amendment
        Bill of Rights
        Expanding the Bill of Rights
        Civil Rights Struggle

James Madison, Thomas Jefferson, 
Articles of Confederation,
Constitutional Convention, ratify, 
Preamble, article, federalism,
delegated powers, concurrent powers, 
reserved powers,
expressed powers, implied powers, 
Supremacy Clause,
Necessary and Proper Clause

PD.4.C.1 Analyze historical documents and events that set the
ideological foundations for the U.S. Constitution (e.g., Magna
Carta, Mayflower Compact, Declaration of Independence, Articles
of Confederation, Constitutional Convention)
CPI.1.C.3 Analyze the rationale for the structure of the U.S.
Constitution using a variety of primary and secondary sources
CPI.2.C.1 Explain how federal, state, and local governments
acquire power
CPI.2.C.2 Differentiate among delegated, concurrent, and
reserved powers
CPI.2.C.4 Examine ways the powers, responsibilities, and limits of
the federal government have changed over time and are still
contested
PRL.7.C.3 Analyze cooperation and conflict between federal and
state governments

Assessments: Assessments: Summative - Chapter tests using MC and short answer questions, long essay question. 
Formative - Observe student understanding using quizes, exit tickets, special projects, and openers.
Resources: Civics Today 


